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State Transparency Laws Identify Costly Drugs, including Those with Unsupported Price Hikes
The same costly drugs identified by state transparency reports also appear in an independent research institute’s report on drugs whose rapidly rising prices are not supported by new clinical evidence. At the same time, the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) has identified these costliest drugs. This blog highlights the value of state transparency laws in shining a light on drugs creating the greatest affordability challenges for states.

New Tool Helps States Leverage Prescription Drug Purchasing Power
An official explores leveraging their collective buying power to help states achieve greater value in specialty drug purchasing. This blog highlights a new tool developed by the National Academy for State Health Policy (NASHP) for Conducting Public Purchasing of Prescription Drugs to help states identify low-cost, high-quality drugs and identify opportunities for coordination. This blog highlights how the checklist has been adopted by states to gather critical data on purchasers’ opportunities for coordination with pharmacy benefit managers, determine how much is spent on drugs based on net cost and utilization, and better understand each purchaser’s prescription drug benefits.
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